Cultivation of improved varieties is one way of increasing productivity of many crops especially in developing countries where there is pressure of land due to high population growth. Adoption studies have proved to be helpful in giving the picture of the performance of technologies amongst users like farmers and in line with this the study was carried out to assess the factors that influence a farmer to adopt improved soybean varieties using cross-sectional data that was collected from 300 households by the Department of Agricultural Research Services (DARS) in 2009. The study used a Hurdle Poisson model in order to effectively assess the socio-economic and demographic characteristics that influence farmers to adopt improved soybean varieties. The results of the study show that amongst the household socio-economic characteristics that were included in the model, age of the household head and farm size were significant at 5 percent level of significance whilst access to information through extension agents and distance to the market were the institutional factors that significantly influence a farmer. The results further show that the variety characteristics that were significant in influencing adoption of improved soybean varieties included high yield, early maturity and taste. Results of the decision on how many soybean varieties individual farmer decides to grow shows that age of the household head, access to information and varieties that are high yielding had a significant influence.

The study recommends that there is a need to conduct adoption studies regularly in order to have a clear picture of the performance of many varieties developed by research institutions as they provide feedback to a number of players in the breeding program. Another policy recommendation is that there is a need to strengthen the extension services as they have proved to be the reliable source of information in the rural areas.
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INTRODUCTION

The potential of soybean stems from the fact that crop is mainly grown by smallholder farmers who accounts for over 80 percent of the national production of food crops in Malawi. It is widely grown by smallholder farmers in Malawi because of its multiple uses that it has on the farm enterprise for instance, it is a source of cheap protein at household level at the same time it is used as feed for livestock, and at farm level the crop has the ability to fix nitrogen in the soils (Lungu, 1998). The other reason why soybean is currently being promoted by government is because of the ever increasing demand for the crop both on the domestic and world markets that has resulted in the rising of the world market prices. In response to all these benefits, government is putting more resources towards promoting such crops that have the ability to raise incomes of smallholder farmers by re-orienting farmers to be cultivating crops with higher gross margins and more so move away from subsistence to commercial agriculture. Various studies on the production of soybean in Malawi reveals that productivity of the crop has been very low compared to that of other crops. For instance Lungu (1998) reported that most farmers in
Malawi only manage to get 25 percent of the potential yield of the crop and that the average yield has stagnated at 600 kg/ha against the world average of above 2000 kg/ha over a period of 5 years.

Lack of high yielding cultivars, poor farming practices, and use of poor quality seeds were some of the major reasons reported. Similar findings were also reported by Estrada in 2004 where in addition to these also mentioned that low productivity was as result of the tendency of many farmers recycling their seed from previous years that keeps on reducing the yielding potential of the crop, a reason attributed to unavailability of soybean seeds in many markets where improved seeds for other crops are sold. In spite of the number of modern soybean varieties available in the country the use of these varieties by smallholder farmers is very low a reason Estrada (2004) indicated to have contributed to the low productivity of the crop. In order to understand the reason that contributes to low usage of modern varieties by farmers, Doss (2006) emphasized on the importance of conducting adoption studies so that results obtained should be channelled to the respective stakeholders in the seed systems. Several adoption studies have been conducted in Malawi and other countries on different crops to establish the reasons that influence a farmer to adopt modern farming technologies. For instance Chirwa (2005) studied adoption of fertiliser and maize in Malawi, Kormawa, Ezedinningma and Singh (2004) studied adoption of improved cowpea varieties in Nigeria, Paudel and Matsuoka (2008) studied adoption of improved maize varieties in Nepal and Namwata, Lwalamira and Mziurai (2010) studied adoption of Irish potatoes in Tanzania found out that farmers are more likely to adopt and use technologies that are user friendly and more so that are compatible with their existing environment but above all technologies that meet expectations and characteristics of the farmers. This paper therefore seeks to under the underlying factors that influence smallholder farmers to adopt improved soybean varieties in Malawi.

Theoretical framework

Adoption model has been studied by making use of various theories coined by a number of scholars. For instance Rogers (1983) came up with the popular innovation decision model that shows the process through which an individual (or other decision making unit) passes from first knowledge of an innovation to forming an attitude towards the innovation, to a decision to adopt or reject, to implement of the new idea, and to confirmation of this decision. Diffusion is the process by which an innovation is communicated through certain channels overtime among the members of a social system (Rogers, 1983). When new ideas are invented, they are diffused and adopted or rejected. We use the concept of diffusion in our study in terms of understanding how many farmers know and use the technology.

The second model is the economic constraint outlined by Adesina and Zinnah (1993) that contends that economic constraints reflected in asymmetrical distribution patterns of resource endowments are the major determinants of observed adoption behavior. Lack of access to capital or land could significantly constrain adoption decisions. While attempts have been made to assert the ‘superiority’ of the economic constraint model over the innovation-diffusion model such conclusions have been challenged (Adesina and Zinnah, 1993).

The third one is the adopter perception model by Kivlin and Fliegel (1966) that suggests that the perceived attributes of innovations condition adoption behavior. The limited quantitative studies that have considered farmers’ perceptions in the context of adoption decisions have included a perception variable - measuring farmers’ perception of a problem (e.g. soil erosion) - in their models. However, by being concerned primarily with only the farmers’ perceptions regarding the severity of the problem to be solved, the studies implicitly take the technical innovations (designed to solve the problem) as appropriate for farmers (Adesina and Zinnah, 1993). In the context of soybean some of the perceived attributes include; taste of the crop, yield, cooking time that the variety takes, grain size and colour.

This study adopted the approach of combining adopter perception model and the economic constraint to look at how these influences adoption of improved soybean varieties in Malawi.

The adoption decision can be modeled as a dichotomous choice of whether to adopt a new technology or not to adopt. Since this variable can take on only two values: 1 and 0 (adopt or not adopt), a binary choice model is used to analyze this adoption decision. Assumptions underlying binary choice models are that: (1) the economic agent is faced with a choice between two alternatives e.g. to adopt or not adopt; and (2) the choice the agent makes will depend on his/her attributes or characteristics (Pattanayak et al., 2003). The conceptual framework is then to build a model that will predict the adoption decision of an economic agent with given attributes. The utility maximization framework can be used to motivate this binary choice model. A household’s adoption choice is based on whether the expected net utility derived from adopting the new technology is greater than from not adopting. For a new crop species, a household chooses between whether or not to plant the new crop in order to maximize their utilization of the land. Adoption is treated as an investment choice, where the farm household is seeking to maximize agricultural profit in relation to a chosen set of inputs and outputs. The decision whether to adopt or not is based on whether the new technology will bring more utility to the farm household than the current
technology.

METHODOLOGY

Definition of adoption and conceptualization

Agricultural research focuses on developing new technologies to improve agricultural productivity and farmers’ well-being. The rapid adoption of new agricultural technologies in developed and some developing countries has increased agricultural productivity, contributed to overall economic growth, and reduced food insecurity and poverty (Bandiera and Rasul, 2005; Cornejo and McBridge, 2002). The definition and conceptualization of agricultural technology adoption varies among experts. In their study of adoption of agricultural technology in developing countries, Feder, Just and Zilberman (1985) conceptualize adoption of agricultural technologies at two different levels: aggregate and individual (farm-level) adoption. They define aggregate technology adoption and diffusion as the spread of a new technology within a region. Aggregate adoption is measured at the population level, rather than at the individual level. In contrast, the authors define individual adoption as the degree of use of a new technology in long-run equilibrium, when the farmer has full information about the new technology and its potential.

Several studies (Adesina and Zinnah, 1993; Adesina and Forson, 1995; Chirwa, 2005; Doss, 2006) carried on adoption usually start by defining adopter and proceed by outlining some of the likely factors that affect adoption. However it is worth noting that the definition of adopter varies across studies. For instance Doss (2006) reported that the definition of adopter varies widely even across the 22 studies that the International Centre for Wheat and Maize Improvement (CIMMYT) conducted in East Africa examining the adoption of improved varieties of wheat and maize and fertilizer. In defining “adoption” the first thing is to consider whether adoption is a discrete state with binary variables or whether adoption is a continuous measure. Many studies use a simple dichotomous variable approach. There is a distinction that is made between discrete and continuous technology adopters among typical farmers who use either unimproved or improved inputs. A farmer is classified as an adopter if he/she is found to be cultivating improved varieties or using modern technologies. With respect to the adoption of improved varieties, discrete adoption refers to a farmer who stops using a local (traditional) variety and adopts an improved variety.

In contrast, continuous adoption refers to situations where farmers increasingly planting more land to improved varieties, while continuing to grow some local varieties. Thus a farmer may be classified as an adopter and still grow some local varieties (Doss, 2003).

Furthermore, Doss (2006) emphasizes that defining agricultural technological adoption is complex. Studies carried out by CIMMYT have used several different adoption definitions to distinguish between, for example, varieties that were originally introduced as improved hybrids, but have been repeatedly recycled (e.g., farmers plant seed from a previous harvest) versus planting new certified seeds. The author also argues that it is necessary to distinguish between farmers who continue to use a newly adopted technology from those who discontinue using it. The rate of adoption is defined as the percentage of farmers who have adopted a given technology. On the other hand, the intensity of adoption is defined as the level of adoption of a given technological package. Put it in a different way, the number of hectares planted with improved seed also tested as (the percentage of each farm planted to improved seed) or the amount of input applied per hectare represent the intensity of adoption of the respective technologies (Nkonya, Schroeder and Norman, 1997).

This study adopted the approach of estimating adoption as a dichotomous variable where a farmer is classified as adopter or non-adopter. Because of several varieties of soybean that are currently grown by smallholder farmers in Malawi, there are a number of varieties that have been categorized as improved and as such farmers are classified as being adopters if they indicate to have grown any of the improved varieties and otherwise classified as non-adopters. Specifically if a farmer reported to have grown any of the following (Nasoko, Makhwacha, Ocepara-4 and Magoye) soybean varieties is considered to be an adopter and non-adopter otherwise.

Empirical model specification

Farmers’ decision to adopt or not to adopt a technology is assumed to be the outcome of a complex set of factors related to the farmers’ objectives and constraints. In other words, there are certain factors – including market forces, social, institutional, and management factors that affect the likelihood that farmers adopt a technology. Thus if each farmer and each technology can be classified based on a core set of variables, then it is possible that the probability of a farmer adopting that technology could be estimated. As earlier indicated in the theoretical model, the study consider binary dependent variable, Y, to model adoption where it takes the value of 1 if the farmer was found to be growing any of the improved varieties of soybean and 0 if otherwise. It further assumes that the probability to adopt improved soybean variety is influenced by a set of demographic characteristics, economic and institutional factors. For the second hurdle (truncated model), improved variety adoption becomes continuous and the dependent variable is the number of improved soybean varieties grown by a household.
The household characteristics deemed to influence improved soybean adoption in this study include household heads characteristics (age, gender and education) and household size. The conventional approach to adoption study considers age to be negatively related to adoption based on the assumption that with age farmers become more conservative and less amenable to change. On the other hand, it is also argued that with age farmers gain more experience and acquaintance with new technologies and hence are expected to have higher ability to use new technologies more efficiently. Education normally is expected to have positive relationship with adoption as it believed to enhance the allocative ability of decision makers (farmers) by enabling them to think critically and use information sources effectively. However, just as Doss et al. (2003) reported, education in this study is not expected to have strong effects on adoption because soybean is not a new technology.

Institutional and economic factors considered important in this study include access to extension that has been proxied by number of visits by extension agents reported by a household during the study period, membership to any farmer based clubs or associations and farm size owned by the household. The size of landholding is expected to be positively correlated with adoption of soybean, as farmers with bigger farms are assumed to have the ability to purchase improved soybean seeds and the capacity to bear risk if the technology fails and have adequate land for the different varieties (Feder et al., 1985). Exposure to information reduces subjective uncertainty and, therefore, increases likelihood of adoption of new technologies (Doss, 2003). Extension and club membership are thus expected to have a positive correlation with adoption. Distance to the market is expected to have a negative correlation with adoption as longer distances reduces the likelihood of adoption because of the transportation costs that farmers will have to incur in going to purchase inputs.

To capture the influence of agro ecological factors in the two districts on adoption, we include a dummy for district. Lilongwe is used as a base due to the fact that between the two districts, Lilongwe is relatively ideal for most of the improved varieties mainly because most of the trials are conducted at chitedze where most of the research activities are conducted. Agro ecology variables pick up variation in rainfall, soil quality and production potential. These variables may also pick up variation unrelated to agricultural potential, such as infrastructure and availability of markets for inputs (Feder et al., 1985).

Technology specific attributes were captured using dummies because of the limitation in the way data was collected. Farmers were asked to indicate whether the character was an important attribute or not compared to the traditional varieties. The study managed to pick and use three top characteristics indicated by household which are maturity, taste and yield.

### The Double Hurdle Model

This study extends the conventional adoption decision modeling of looking at the factors influencing adoption decision by looking further at the factors that influence the number of varieties that a farmer grows. This modeling requires the use of count models of which the most commonly used are the Poisson, Negative Binomial and Hurdle Poisson. As Cameron and Trivedi (1998) noted Poisson model is the simplest and perhaps the most common method for count variables and it is the model that is derived from the Poisson distribution by parameterizing the relation between the mean parameter and covariates (repressors). One of the assumptions of Poisson models is the equidispersion which implies equality of mean and variance and once this assumption is violated it results in over dispersion or under dispersion which is usually common with zero-inflated data (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). The authors further highlighted that this assumption is similar to homoscedasticity under the ordinary least square and as such statistical test for over dispersion is highly required after running a Poisson model. Presence of over dispersion results in impacts such as invalid conclusions, inaccurate t-statistics and inaccurate standard errors (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). One frequent manifestation of over dispersion is that the incidence of zero counts is greater than expected for the Poisson distribution and this is of interest because zero counts frequently have special status. An alternative model that can address the problems associated with standard Poisson models is the Negative Binomial model (NB2). However, although this model takes care of the problem of over dispersion, it has another weakness in that it does so without knowledge of the possible reason for over dispersion and also it is not ideal for data that has a larger number of zeros (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). To address the shortfalls of the two models, Hurdle models are usually used. Hurdle models are based on the assumption that zero counts are generated from a different process than are the positive counts in a given data situation. This study used Hurdle instead of the standard Poisson or the Negative Binomial because the count data has a lot of zero (about 27 percent). In order to capture the sequential binary choice decision, a hurdle model or two part models is applied. A hurdle model has the interpretation that it reflects a two-stage decision-making process. Originally formulated by Cragg (1971), the double-hurdle model assumes that households make two sequential decisions with regard to adopting and intensity of use of a technology. Each hurdle is conditioned by the household’s socio-economic characteristics. In the double-hurdle model, a different latent variable is used to model each decision process.

The decisions to adopt improved soybean variety and subsequently plant a number of improved varieties over time are examined using a hurdle count model (Cameron
and Trivedi, 2005). Hurdle models are typically applied to attend to problems arising from sample selection bias and the discrete, non-negative nature of the outcome (i.e., the number of improved soybean varieties a farmer reported to have planted). In the study, a producer must have grown soybean as a crop to answer the question: how many improved varieties did the farmer planted during the previous growing season? Thus, the first stage of the model (the “hurdle”) explains the decision to adopt improved soybean variety using a logit regression that models the adoption decision ($1 = yes, 0 = no$) to use improved soybean varieties. Given the decision to adopt improved soybean variety (a binary outcome), the number of varieties grown (a positive, discrete variable; $k = 1, 2, ..., K$) is subsequently modeled using a Poisson regression. The hurdle model is widely used, and the hurdle negative binomial model is quite flexible.

Farmers usually make rational decisions when it comes to adoption of any particular technology. Since the objective of the farmer is to maximize expected (discounted) profits over time horizon subject to input and commodity prices and technology constraint, farmers will usually weigh the benefits associated with a particular technology before they decide to adopt. Rationally a farmer will adopt a technology if the expected (discounted) utility of profits of using that technology is greater than utility from the old technology (Adesina and Forson, 1995).

The Poisson model is the simplest and perhaps the most common method for modeling counts variables (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). The Poisson probability mass function is given as

$$
Pr(\gamma = y) = \frac{\exp(-\mu)\mu^y}{y!}, \quad y = 0, 1, 2, ..., \quad (1)
$$

where $\gamma$ is the number of soybean varieties grown by the household and $\mu$ is mean parameter. The Poisson regression model is derived from the Poisson distribution by parameterizing the relation between the mean parameter and covariates (regressors) $x$. The standard specification for the mean parameter is $\mu = \exp(x\beta)$, where $\beta$ a vector of the unknown parameters is. In applications, however, the Poisson model is usually restrictive. In particular, it imposes the restriction that the mean and variance are equal, but for most observed count data, the variance usually exceeds the mean, a feature called over dispersion. This makes the Poisson model deficient.

A common alternative to the Poisson model in case of over dispersion is the negative binomial model which is given as

$$
f(y|\mu, \alpha) = \frac{\Gamma(y + \alpha)}{\Gamma(1)\Gamma(\alpha)} \left( \frac{\alpha - 1}{\alpha + \mu} \right)^{\alpha - 1} \left( \frac{\mu}{\alpha + \mu} \right)^y, \quad (2)
$$

where the function $\Gamma(.)$ is the is the gamma function.

However, both the Poisson and negative binomial models are not suitable for data with excess of zero (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). This is the case with data used in this study. The 300 households used in this study were soybean farmers who were growing soybean and they include those growing traditional varieties and those growing improved. In this case, the zeros are coming from households that grew soybean but did not grow improved varieties due to other factors like preference of traditional varieties or lack of access to seed of improved varieties. From the study about twenty seven percent of the sample households did not grow improved soybean varieties during the study period.

To handle data sets that contain excess zero, two part models have been used, with the hurdle Poisson and Zero Inflated Poisson (ZIP) models being the common ones. Each of these two models consists of an equation for participation and a model for the event count that is conditioned on the outcome of the first decision (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005).

The hurdle Poisson model combines a binary model (participation part) to predict zeros and a zero-truncated Poisson model (count part) to predict non-zero counts (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). In this way, the hurdle Poisson relaxes the implicit assumption in the Poisson and the negative binomial models that the zeros and the positives come from the same data generating process. The advantages of using a hurdle Poisson are two-fold; firstly, the hurdle Poisson model is suitable for taking into account the over dispersion or under dispersion of the data (Cameron and Trivedi, 1998). Secondly, hurdle Poisson model controls for data selection.

The starting point of the hurdle Poisson model is a binary process, which determines whether the variable takes on the value zero or a positive value (Cragg, 1971). The probability mass function is given as

$$
Pr(Y = y) = \begin{cases} 
\pi, & y = 0 \\
1 - \pi, & y = 1, 2, 3, ... 
\end{cases} \quad (3)
$$

The zero-truncated Poisson process has probability mass function;

$$
Pr(Y = y | Y \neq 0) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\lambda^y}{(e^\lambda - 1)y!}, & y = 1, 2, 3, ... \\
0, & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad (4)
$$

This gives the following unconditional mass function for $Y$;

$$
Pr(Y = y) = \begin{cases} 
\pi, & y = 0 \\
(1 - \pi) \frac{\lambda^y}{(e^\lambda - 1)y!}, & y = 1, 2, 3, ... 
\end{cases} \quad (5)
$$
The log likelihood function of the hurdle Poisson can be viewed as the sum of the log likelihoods from two separate models: a binomial probability model and a truncated-at-zero Poisson model. As such, the hurdle model log likelihood can always be maximized, without loss of information, by maximizing the two components separately. This feature allows estimation of the hurdle Poisson model in two separate steps. In the first step, binomial probability model is estimated followed by truncated Poisson model (McDowell, 2003).

Zero-inflated Poisson model provides another way to model excess zeros. In ZIP regression, the counts $Y_i$ equal 0 with probability $\varphi_i$, and follow a Poisson distribution with mean $\mu_i = \mu(x, \beta)$ with probability $1 - \varphi_i$. The probability mass function for the zero-inflated Poisson is given as

$$
\text{Pr}(Y = y) = \begin{cases} 
\varphi_i + (1 - \varphi_i) \exp(-\mu_i), & y=0 \\
(1 - \varphi_i) \frac{\exp(-\mu_i) \mu_i^y}{y!}, & y=1,2,3,...
\end{cases}
$$

The probability $\varphi_i$ is parameterized as a logistic function of the observable vector of covariates $z_i$, thereby ensuring nonnegativity of $\varphi_i$, that is

$$
\varphi = \frac{\exp(z_i \alpha)}{1 + \exp(z_i \alpha)}
$$

where $z_i$ is a vector of covariates while $\alpha$ is a vector of coefficients. Let $I(y_i = 0)$ denote an indicator variable that takes value 1 if $y_i = 0$, and zero otherwise. The log-likelihood function for the double hurdle model is:

$$
\log L = \sum_i \ln \left[ I(y_i = 0) \varphi(z_i \alpha) \Phi \left( \frac{x_i \beta}{\sigma} \right) + (1 - I(y_i = 0)) \varphi(z_i \alpha) \Phi \left( \frac{y_i - x_i \alpha}{\delta} \right) \right]
$$

Empirical results by both Cragg (1971) and Moffat (2003) reveal that the double-hurdle model gives superior results to those obtained from Tobit model. Thus in this study we estimated the decision to adopt improved soybean variety and the intensity of adoption (number of improved varieties grown) using a double-hurdle model.

After adoption, the producer decides how many improved soybean varieties to grow in a particular season. Because the choice set is observed as number of varieties (a discrete, countable decision), the decision is appropriately modeled using a count regression model such as the Poisson or negative binomial models (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). The model was estimated using full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML). Maximum likelihood estimation of the hurdle model involves separate maximization of the two terms in the likelihood, one corresponding to the zeros and the other to the positives. This is straightforward (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). The statistical software program STATA 11 was used to run the model with the help of the STATA user written program hpllogit. A heteroskedastic robust covariance matrix was estimated using the survey weights (Wooldridge, 2004), which was subsequently used to make inferences about the covariates explaining adoption of improved soybean varieties.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Table 1 presents coefficients and standard errors (in parenthesis) results from the Hurdle Poisson model of improved soybean adoption. The results of the model are presented in two ways, firstly the participation part where the farmer decides to adopt improved soybean variety or not and then the second part of the model where a decision is made on how many of the improved varieties to grow. The results of the model show that amongst the household socio-economic characteristics that were included in the model, age of the household head and farm size were significant at 5 percent level of significance showing that they have an influence on the farmers decision to adopt improved soybean varieties whilst education level and sex, although positively related with adoption do not significantly influence the decision to adopt. Further to this it is also clear from the results that amongst the institutional factors that were hypothesised to influence adoption, extension, market distance and the district where the farmer resides are significant factors that influence a farmer to adopt soybean varieties just like the technology specific variables such as taste, yield and earliness to maturity. However, the second decision on how many varieties to adopt is influenced by age of the household head, access to information that was proxied by the number of extension visits and also by the yielding potential of the variety.

Table 2 presents the odds ratios and standard errors (in parenthesis) and Incidence rate ratios (IRR) and standard errors (in parenthesis) results of the hurdle Poisson model. In case of land, the results show that a unit increase in land size owned by a farmer increases the odds of adopting improved soybean variety by 1.8
Table 1: Hurdle Poisson regression results of the factors influencing adoption of improved soybean varieties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Logit (Deciding to Adopt or not)</th>
<th>Poisson (Number of varieties grown)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient (Robust std errors)</td>
<td>Coefficient (Robust std errors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.206**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.090)</td>
<td>(0.089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age$^2$</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.002**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>-0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
<td>(0.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>0.422</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.545)</td>
<td>(0.497)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>-0.183</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.104)</td>
<td>(0.085)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(&lt; 0.001)</td>
<td>(0.010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>0.603**</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.211)</td>
<td>(0.125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>0.006**</td>
<td>0.004**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.003)</td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.407)</td>
<td>(0.427)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>-0.157**</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.070)</td>
<td>(0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>1.178**</td>
<td>-0.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.433)</td>
<td>(0.379)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>1.029**</td>
<td>1.137**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.392)</td>
<td>(0.510)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>1.889**</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.711)</td>
<td>(0.488)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity</td>
<td>1.370**</td>
<td>-0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.456)</td>
<td>(0.371)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-3.457</td>
<td>-6.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.107)</td>
<td>(2.532)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Computed from study data
Note: ** (p-value < 0.05)

whilst a unit increase in the number of visits by extension agents increases the odds of farmers adopting improved soybean variety by 1. As expected, distance to market center has also a negative and significant relationship (at 5 percent level of significance) with probability of adoption of improved soybean varieties. The odds-ratio of 0.9 for market distance implies that other things being kept constant, the odds-ratio in favor of adopting improved soybean varieties decreases by a factor of 0.9 as the market distance increase by one kilometer. The results further show that agro-ecological differences have an influence on the decision to adopt and also on the number of varieties to grow. For instance farmers who are located in Lilongwe increases the odds of adopting by
Table 2: Odds ratio and Incident Rate Ratio of the factors influencing adoption of improved soybean varieties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Logit (Deciding to Adopt or not)</th>
<th>Poisson (Number of varieties grown)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>1.027 (0.092)</td>
<td>0.206** (0.089)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age²</td>
<td>1.000 (0.001)</td>
<td>-0.002** (0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>1.058 (0.059)</td>
<td>-0.058 (0.058)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>1.526 (0.831)</td>
<td>0.040 (0.497)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household size</td>
<td>0.833 (0.087)</td>
<td>-0.068 (0.085)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wealth</td>
<td>1.000 (0.001)</td>
<td>0.001 (&lt; 0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>1.827** (0.385)</td>
<td>0.041 (0.125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>1.006** (0.003)</td>
<td>0.004** (0.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Club</td>
<td>1.027 (0.418)</td>
<td>0.478 (0.427)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market</td>
<td>-0.855** (0.060)</td>
<td>0.077 (0.056)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District</td>
<td>3.248** (1.405)</td>
<td>-0.280 (0.379)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield</td>
<td>2.797** (1.097)</td>
<td>1.137** (0.510)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taste</td>
<td>6.616** (4.701)</td>
<td>0.335 (0.488)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity</td>
<td>3.935** (1.793)</td>
<td>-0.290 (0.371)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Computed from study data
Note: ** (p-value < 0.05)

a probability of about 3. In terms of variety specific attributes, the results show that varieties that are higher yielding mature earlier and also have a pleasant taste have higher odds (3, 7 and 4 respectively) of being adopted. Detailed results and interpretation of the double hurdle Poisson model for the 8 significant variables on adoption are presented in the following paragraph.

The positive sign on the coefficient of age show that there is a positive correlation between age and adoption. However, age appears to have a significant impact on the second decision level especially when a farmer is deciding how many of the improved varieties to grow, i.e. showing that age does not matter at the extensive margin but rather at the intensive margin. In other words this means that age minimal influence on the decision of whether to grow improved soybean varieties but rather have more influence on the number of improved to be grown. The implication of this is that as farmers are aging they tend to gather experience with the crop and as such realizes the benefits associated with it hence they are able to grow a number of varieties. Similar results were reported by Cornejo and McBridge (2002) where it was argued that experience with technology is one of the critical factors that determines the number of technology that a farmer will adopt and this is usually captured by age of the farmer in situations where information on the period since the farmer started cultivating the crop is not known.

The odds-ratio in favor of adopting improved soybean varieties, other factors kept constant increases by a factor of 1.8 as land increases by one unit. This implies that a farmer who has more land will be more likely to adopt improved soybean varieties. The implication for this is that farmers with more land should not be ignored when promoting cultivation of improved varieties as they are the ones that are likely to adopt. Several studies have
reported similar findings for instance Adesina and Zinna (1993) argued that farmers with larger farm size are more likely to adopt agricultural technologies because they are able to bear the risk associated with trying new things because of land area where they can diversify by growing a number of crops. Doss et al. (2003) reported that households with larger farm size adopts improved varieties because they usually have better access to credit and information that have been widely documented to influence adoption.

The positive coefficient on extension indicates that there is positive and significant (at 5 percent) relationship between adoption of improved soybean varieties and access to information that has been proxied by the number of contacts with extension agents. This implies that soybean farmers with access to information through contacts with extension workers are the ones who are more likely to adopt improved varieties. Access to information is significant both at the first (deciding to adopt improved soybean varieties or not) and second (deciding how many varieties to grow) decision level indicating that information plays a crucial role in decision making by farmers just as reported by Feder et al. (1985) where it was argued that farmers who have access to information about a particular technology are more likely to adopt. The implication of this finding is that extension should really be intensified to promote the adoption of improved soybean varieties. Similar findings were also reported by a number of scholars like Chirwa (2005) argued that farmers with access to information through extension services adopt modern technologies faster because they are well informed about the advantages associated with modern technologies as such they make informed decisions based on the information given. Kaliba et al. (2000) reported that extension visits have a positive influence on adoption because farmers are exposed to new technologies and in the process get convinced to adopt them.

The results have shown that there is a negative but significant relationship between adoption and the distance to the nearest market. This implies that as the distance to the nearest market increases/reduces the probability of farmers adopting improved varieties is reduced/increased hence showing that farmers who are close to the markets are more likely to adopt soybean varieties. The implication for this is that there is a need to open up more markets in the rural areas so as to achieve higher results of adoption. The results concur with what was found by Kabuli (2005); Namwata et al. (2010); Paudel and Matsuoka (2008). Kabuli (2005) argued that farmers closer to markets adopt improved technologies because they do not have to travel long distance with their produce to sell hence incur no costs on transport unlike those that are far and have bulky and a lot of harvest. In the case of soybean, being partly a cash crop entails that farmers have to think of the markets where they will sell their crop once it matures and as such there is higher likelihood that farmers closer to the market will adopt improved varieties because they have access to market. Namwata et al. (2010) argued that farmers closer to markets have higher probability of adopting improved varieties because they have access to information about the availability of market and also prices prevailing on the market and this inform the farmers when deciding what to grow for the next growing season. Paudel and Matsuoka (2008) reported that distance to the market is an important determinant of adoption for farmers producing bulky commodities because of transportation and infrastructure challenges. Poor infrastructure like roads raises transportation costs and as such farmers closer to markets are more likely to adopt improved technologies of bulky crops like soybeans.

Location where a farmer lives was used to capture the agro-ecological differences existing between the two districts where the study was conducted. Results have shown that farmers located in Lilongwe are more likely to adopt improved soybean varieties than those in Dowa. The interpretation of this is that most of the existing varieties of soybean are short duration varieties and as such they are very conducive for Lilongwe that receives relatively less rainfall compared to Dowa that enjoys longer rain durations. Another explanation for the result is that all the varieties were developed and released at Chitedze Research Station that is located in Lilongwe as such they are more suitable for Lilongwe conditions than Dowa. The results then demonstrate the need for having more work done on research so that other varieties are developed that will be ideal under different agro-ecological zones. Similar result was reported by Kabuli (2005) where it was argued that farmers are more likely to adopt technologies that are matching the existing agro-ecological conditions.

Yielding potential had positive and significant influence on adoption of improved soybean varieties at 5 percent level of significance. Similar results were also obtained for the other variety specific characteristics like earliness to maturity and the taste of the variety. The results implies that farmers are likely to adopt soybean varieties that are high yielding, early maturing and having a pleasant taste when cooked. The results are in agreement with what Adesina and Zinnah (1993) found where they argued that technologies that meet the characteristics that farmers look for when selecting a particular crop variety have higher probability of being adopted. The report further reveals that some of the characteristics are usually associated with individual’s perceptions for instance attribute like taste is very subjective as what is pleasing to a single farmer may not please everyone. Adesina and Forson (1995) argued that technologies that raise agricultural production like improved varieties and fertilizer have higher probability of being adopted because of the problem of land sizes. The report argue that most developing countries have land problem as a challenge due to higher population and as
such the only way farmers increases output is to adopt technologies that are higher yielding, and resistant to drought (early maturing) which is another serious problem in developing countries.

CONCLUSION AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

In general, the study concludes that socio-economic factors such as age of the household head significantly influence farmers’ decision to adopt improved soybean varieties in the study areas. Institutional factors such as access to extension services, distance to the nearest market and location where a farmer lives are very important determinants of adoption of improved soybean varieties. The study also finds that farm level characteristics such as farm size play a crucial role in influencing the farmers’ decision to adopt improved soybean varieties. The study further finds that variety specific characteristics like earliness to maturity, higher yielding and pleasant taste are significant attributes that influence a farmer to adopt improved soybean variety. The study also indicates that the decision to adopt a number of varieties is influenced by age of the household head, access to information (access to extension services) and the yielding potential of the variety. However, the study finds that certain farm level characteristics and socio-economic factors such as club membership, gender, total household income, education, and household size do not influence the adoption decision at household level.

The study has shown that adoption rate of soybean varieties has increased from around 5 percent in 1999 to 60 percent during the 2008 growing season. However, this result may not represent the realities on the ground because most of the varieties considered during the study were released longtime ago with the most recent one being in 2004. It is therefore worthy noting that there are some varieties that have been released after 2004 but were not considered in the study because of other reasons beyond the scope of this study.

The study recommends that government should continue increasing resources to the Department of extension as it has been shown in the study that as the source of information to farmers’, extension visits to farmers have a bearing on the adoption decisions taken by farmers because by visiting farmers, extension agents demonstrate and inform farmers of the advantages associated with modern varieties. Furthermore there is a need for more rural markets to be opened up closer to farmers if adoption of modern technologies is to be successful because farmers will have a clear picture on what crops are being demanded on the market and also which varieties are fetching better prices on the market. Finally there is a need to focus more research and breeding to come up with more varieties that are suitable under different agro-ecological zones.
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The error term has a constant variance